Reports and correspondence showing the history of ownership of Wright State University Land during the 1800's, a listing of families buried in the Rockafiefield Cemetery, and correspondence from the Rockafiefield's during their service in the Civil War.

Item List

1. Family photo: Henry Rockafiefield, wife and relatives in front of the Rockafiefield house in the late 1800s. (copy)
2. Report on the land the Rockafiefield house was built on.
3. May showing location where the Rocafield homestead was located, 1855. (copy)
4. Family tree of John and Susan Rockafiefield. Early 1800s. (copy)
5. Research report on the acquisition of land prior to the development of Wright State University (copy)
8. Two article related to the desecration of Martin Rockafiefield's grave, one is dated June 1, 1932. (copies)
9. Newspaper article about G. W. Rockafiefield 18th birthday party. No date
10. Correspondences from 1844 to 1863 (copies and typed transcripts)
11. Correspondences from 1863 to 1865 (copies and typed transcripts)